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Dumping net
neutrality?

Facebook, Priceline, Yahoo and Salesforce. Conjointly,
there is no European presence in the list and the remainder
are two Chinese corporations and a Japanese entity.
With the World Cup fresh, let’s equate it to soccer.
England invented the sport, but has a solitary Jules Rimet
trophy to its name (and even that was by the grace of an
r ya n
ac
onald
Azeri linesman). Meanwhile, Brazil has won five tournaheavy blow to the heart of American innova- ments, Italy four and Germany just added their fourth.
tion and an end to the quarter century of on- When it comes to the web, Europe built the stadium, but
line liberty in the self-styled “land of the free” has allowed the US and Asia to play the game on their
that’s what it would mean if US regulators go pitch and in their market (the World’s biggest single tradon with their proposal to reverse net neutrality.
ing zone) while, at best, enjoying some regulatory power.
A hackneyed mistaken belief, accepted as gospel When it comes to cars, Italy also plays a back-seat to Gerby many, is that Germany invented the modern motorway many, Japan and the US dominating the arena.
system, or autobahn as they call it. As a matter of fact, the
Now imagine if, when Germany had finished its
world’s first enclosed-highway was in Italy, running be- super-duper autobahn system, it decided different cars
tween Milan and Varese and forms part of the Italian road could drive at different velocities? Suppose, domestic
network to this day. What is true, however, is that Ger- marques like Mercedes, Audi and Volkswagen could opermany was the first nation to build a dense, cross-country ate at will, but foreign competitors such as Ford, Toyota
system of motorways in the
and Land Rover would have
1930’s -- for primarily milispeed restrictions? That
tary purposes -- and that their
would sound totally ludiefficient system was copied
crous, wouldn’t it? Poor Fritz
by copious other countries in
in his Ferrari could only plod
the post-war period.
along at 100 km/h, but lucky
Another widely exHelmut in his Porsche could
pressed myth is that the World
freely race past at 200 km/h
Wide Web was invented by
in his guaranteed German
Americans. It’s accurate to
racer.
claim that the first internetWouldn’t that be totype experiments took place
tally bananas? Of course it
in the US in the 1960s, but
would be, and I could stand
the internet and the web
corrected here, but I don’t
are not synonymous. When
think even the craziest Gerpeople say they are “lookman politician -- and there’s
ing something up on the inbeen a few -- has ever mootternet” they are actually used it.
ing the web, which was not
Well, guess what?
fashioned by Americans, but
America is about to do it,
by Europeans -- at the CERN
not on the roads, but on the
institute in Geneva around
information superhighway
1989. The man who deserves
or the World Wide Web that
most credit for its creation is
Berners Lee and his Belgian
–Bryan MacDonald
England’s Tim Berners-Lee,
colleague gave to the world.
but Belgian Robert Cailliau
It concerns a thing called Net
played a large part, which is often overlooked.
Neutrality and this is a big issue, essential to the freedom
The reason why most people associate Germany of the web, which is currently in massive danger in the US.
with motorways is because Germany and cars go together
Facebook would not be here.
like coffee and cream and that, as I mentioned, they were
The term itself was conjured by Tim Wu, a Cothe first to develop a proper interconnected labyrinth of
routes. As for the web being perceived as an American in- lumbia University media professor, back in 2003 and it
novation, it’s probably due to the fact that the vast major- essentially means that internet service providers (ISP’s)
ity of the major players in the corporate world it spawned and governments ought to “treat all data on the internet
are US in origin. Indeed, eight of the world’s top 15 tech- equally, not discriminating or charging differentially by
nology companies by revenue are American and none are user, content, site, platform, application, type of attached
equipment, and modes of communication.” In plain terms
European. The other seven are all Asian.
When it comes to web companies, US dominance it means the internet should be free, open and balanced to
is even more pronounced, with seven of the top 10 (again all. Currently, this is the case in most countries, except in
by revenue) originating there -- Amazon, Google, eBay, extreme cases such as child pornography and where orga-
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In other words, the
level playing field
of the web’s first

quarter century will
be pillaged and the

current big guns will
be able to use their cash
and influence to block
upstarts.
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The concept also means that if anybody would
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like to attempt a start-up to rival Facebook, they can enjoy
$/,
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C
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connection
as Mark
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It would do this via the reclassification of broadband services, in whole or in part, from an “information
service” to a “telecommunications service.” That reclassification will give the FCC the authority to treat ISP’s as
public utilities, thereby opening up the door for regulating
network deployment, broadband services and regulatory
price discrimination.
Alexis Ohanian, the creator of the news site and
social networking service Reddit has been one of the few
established “Web celebrities” to kick up a stink about the
FCC’s alleged intentions. The danger here, as Ohanian explains, is that small companies -- the Googles and eBays
of the future -- won’t have the capital to “win on the merits”
of their technology or innovation, and that the entrenched tech
powers won’t be challenged, or, as he puts it, “disrupted.”
In other words, the level playing field of the web’s
first quarter century will be pillaged and the current big
guns will be able to use their cash and influence to block
upstarts. This is extremely unfair and, in a globalized
world, rather dangerous.
Who would play the game?
Savetheinternet.com, a lobby group which exists to defend net neutrality and is strongly opposed to the
FCC’s moves, claims that American web users are in serious danger of having their freedoms swept away. The
group states on his website:
“Expect internet blackouts that extend far beyond
the popular content vendors as smaller websites are caught
in the crossfire. Tweets, emails and texts will be mysteriously delayed or dropped. Videos will load slowly, if at all.
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Websites will work fine one minute, and time out another.
Your ISP will claim it’s not their fault, and you’ll have no
idea who is to blame. You also won’t be able to vote with
your feet and wallet, as there’s no competition in broadband, and all ISPs will be playing this game.”
Furthermore, the activists outline that “ISPs hate
the idea that they’re nothing more than providers of “dumb
pipes,” or connections that simply carry our traffic. Now
that they’re free from any legal restraints, the ISPs will try
to get internet companies to pay tolls and threaten to block
or delay them if they don’t. Exclusive deals could become
the norm, with AT&T exclusively bringing you Netflix or
Time Warner Cable as the sole source for YouTube.”
Put plainly, the web will become akin to cable TV
and a few oligarchs will control access to it, modern-day
Ted Turners and Rupert Murdochs disguised as peaceniks
in sneakers and baseball caps.
It would also allow the US government, through
pliant businesspeople, to effectively censor news sites
and blogs that it doesn’t like by reducing their connection speeds to such low levels as to make their output unwatchable or unreadable. Additionally, it would empower
Washington authorities to use their supplicants to block
alternative views in times of war or political disputes.
Let’s use the example of the Iraq war when the
subsequently-discredited US intelligence, which formed
the pretext for invasion, was already being questioned by
many media sources before the first shots were fired. In the
UK, the Daily Mirror, under the stewardship of latter-day
TV personality Piers Morgan, was assiduously disputing
the veracity of the White House claims about Saddam Hussein’s supposed stockpile of weapons of mass destruction.
Without net neutrality, a future George Bush
could potentially, with a nod and a wink, ask ISP-owning
loyalists to stymie a prospective Daily Mirror so that the
US public can’t access dissenting views. This is the kind
of behavior that the US has historically liked to moralize
about internationally – now the FCC could be creating the
conditions for it to be implemented at home.
Silence from White House.
In 2008, then-presidential candidate Obama
pledged to “support the principle of network neutrality to
preserve the benefits of open competition on the internet.”
In 2014, President Obama is silent on the matter and Tom
Wheeler, a former lobbyist for both cable and mobile telecoms (cellphone) carriers is president of the FCC. “That is
the equivalent of needing a babysitter and hiring a dingo,”
exclaimed John Oliver, the British host of HBO’s Last
Week Tonight recently. When this was put to Wheeler, his
trite response was, “I would like to state for the record that
I am not a dingo.” Oliver jokingly replied that he had only
really said that hiring a former cable industry lobbyist to
run the FCC was merely like hiring a dingo to babysit your
kids. He’d never actually said he was a dingo -- but, of
course, now that Wheeler is denying it, Oliver is asking
for proof that Wheeler is, in fact, not a dingo.re capitalist
Despite the comedy, Wheeler is not backing off his
plan to hand the keys to the internet over to the cable and
10

phone industries. He claims that the only alternative to allowing paid fast lanes and slow lanes is some rule against “unreasonable discrimination,” yet suggests that the “unreasonable
discrimination” rule would be flimsy and could lead to abuse.
What the FCC chairman needs to understand is
that his proposal is a mistake of historic proportions. The
plan would drive a stake in the heart of American innovation because startups can’t afford to pay ISP’s for fast
lanes to compete with existing web giants. It would probably also shift the epicenter of the IT revolution back to
where it began in Europe where the new wave would
be unencumbered by state-backed favoritism. However,
Americans would be stuck in the dark, further separating
the country from world opinion and isolating it, which
may suit its leaders, but would be disastrous for global
stability and progress.
Obama said in 2008 in crystal-clear terms, “I will
take a backseat to no one in my commitment to network
neutrality – because once providers start to privilege some
applications or websites over others then the smaller voices get squeezed out and we all lose.” We have become accustomed to Obama, in my opinion the weakest and most
disappointing US president of the modern age (at least
Jimmy Carter had some redeeming features), speaking out
of both sides of his mouth on countless topics, but he’s really running the full gamut of deeply-held principles from
A to B on the issue of net neutrality.
The president made no public statement when
three individuals he appointed to the FCC (all members of
his own Democratic party, naturally) voted to move forward with a plan to allow broadband carriers to provide an
exclusive “fast lane” to commercial companies that pay
extra fees to get their content transmitted online. Instead,
White House aides released a press release distancing the
president from the decision.
Obama has broken numerous promises as president,
from not closing Guantanamo Bay to not preventing drug
companies from blocking generic drugs. But this is one assurance he needs to keep, or a quarter century of online liberty in the self-styled “land of the free” will crash and burn.
Bryan MacDonald is a journalist, writer, broadcaster and teacher.
He writes for the Irish Independent and Daily Mail.
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Millennials’
politics
shaped by
dysfunctional
system

perience of such things millennials have enjoyed is an unfunded hodgepodge sequence of park occupations. Capitalist ideology has close to zero competition in American
politics, but it can just barely muster a majority among
young people in a poll run by the free-market fan club.
It’s no surprise that millennials aren’t content
with the way things are going. The rest of America feels
the same way. Earlier this month, the Huffington Post announced the results of another public opinion survey with
my favorite headline of the year: “American Dissatisfaction With Everything Is Reaching Historic Levels.” The
poll found nearly three-quarters of respondents “unsatisfied,” mostly related to a lackluster economy and an unalcolm
arris
responsive political system. Things are so bad that the
new survey from the Reason Foundation on very legitimacy of American democracy is in dispute: 73
the political views of young Americans has left percent believe the government operates without the concommentators perplexed. Derek Thompson at sent of the people and two-thirds believe they have no say.
the Atlantic says millennials’ political views With 95 percent of the income gains since the recession
“don’t make any sense”; Dylan Matthews at Vox says ended accruing to the top 1 percent of earners, it isn’t cynithey’re “totally incoherent.” It’s true that millennials don’t cism for most people to feel unrepresented by our political
seem to fit on the traditional liberal-conservative spectrum, and economic system; it’s common sense.
If you consider the circumstances of their politibut before analysts throw up their hands, they should clean
their glasses and take another look. What seems like a con- cal development, millennials would have to be a generation
of credulous fools to trust
tradictory jumble of preferthe government at all. From
ences is a rational response
9/11 on, they saw firsthand
to a dysfunctional political,
the devastation wrought by
economic and social system.
the Bush administration’s
The first thing to
dishonesty. The biggest proconsider about this survey
tests the world has ever seen
is the source: The study’s
couldn’t stop an ill-advised
funders. Reason Magazine
war on Iraq, and half-assed
and the Arthur N. Rupe
regulation-by-crony set the
Foundation are commiteconomy up for a heavy fall.
ted to advancing libertarThe Obama ’08 campaign
ian ideas. Even the reader
squeezed out enough hope
who hadn’t been apprised
to win, but nearly six years
of their leanings could read
later the promised change
it in the survey questions.
hasn’t followed. After reThe authors are quick to aspeatedly insisting that the
sociate merit with market
– Malcolm Harris
National Security Agency
outcomes, want to know if
wasn’t spying on everyone,
young people favor the legality of large sodas, and proudly present Rand Paul as the the government has been forced — by another untrusting
potential Republican candidate “least underwater” with millennial, former NSA contractor Edward Snowden — to
millennials. Rhetorically, the survey report suggests that concede that the NSA actually has been spying on everyyoung Americans, with their tolerance on social issues and one. Politicians who “evolve” (i.e., flip) on gay marriage
distrust of the government, are ripe for libertarian recruit- have pushed the issue forward, but they also look morally
ment. There’s only one problem: Millennials are skeptical unmoored, as if they can’t figure out how to treat people
decently without a pollster’s help.
of capitalism.
Every day there’s another story about governIn a 2011 poll centered around Occupy Wall
Street, the Pew Research Center for the People and the ment corruption or inefficiency. Whether it’s fighters of
Press found that adults under 30 had a much more nega- the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) bragging
tive view of capitalism than other demographics. Under- about the U.S. military trucks they’ve seized in Iraq, or
30s had an overall negative impression of capitalism revelations about profiteering off government contracts or
(46–47), matching liberal democrats and self-identified the shocking story that our own contractors spend at least
supporters of OWS. Even the Reason poll found 43 per- some of their time threatening to murder State Department
cent of respondents favoring socialism to capitalism. This investigators, news about what happens with government
would be less remarkable if the U.S. had a socialist party resources is usually bad news. No wonder the Reason
or an anti-capitalist culture, but it doesn’t. The closest ex- study finds that a plurality of millennials don’t trust either
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American millennials

can’t possibly trust

the government, but we
still believe in a social
safety net that takes care
of everyone.
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party on most of the major issues and two-thirds think the
government is wasteful and inefficient. But even though
millennials are wary of the bureaucracy, a strong majority
of young Americans still believe in government entitlements: 54 percent believe the state should guarantee a college education, rising to 69 percent for health insurance,
and a whopping 74 percent believe everyone deserves
enough to eat and a place to sleep.
From food trucks to marijuana, the Reason report
shows millennials are in favor of people doing their thing
without state interference, but these are not the future capitalists the surveying foundations were hoping for. American millennials can’t possibly trust the government, but
we still believe in a social safety net that takes care of everyone. This combination of libertarian and socialist values
unnerves the major parties and unimaginative commentators, but it’s a logical response to the last 15 years. We’ve
seen what happens when people don’t have anything to
fall back on but the market, as well as what happens when
the government feels entitled to know everything about
everyone, and we don’t want either.
Caught between the market and the state, millennials might look “totally incoherent” when you ask them
to pick one. But life isn’t a poll, and civic participation isn’t
a multiple-choice test. These libertarian socialists don’t make
sense to party partisans or the elderly, but there are more of
them every day. If they reject the choice between door No. 1
and door No. 2, they’ll need to create some more options.
Malcolm Harris is an editor at The New Inquiry and a writer based
in Brooklyn.
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America’s
broken
promises

that they disproportionately affect people of color and low
income.
Not coincidentally, these groups lean Democratic
in their voting preferences, while the laws restricting
access to the vote have overwhelmingly been promoted
by Republicans. As political scientist Scott Lemieux says,
the true reason for these bills is simple: “Vote suppression.
That’s it.”
Given that we have plenty of room for improvement
my
ean
in encouraging more Americans to vote, we should be
his Fourth of July, some of the defining looking for solutions on both sides of the aisle to expand
institutions that make America a great society voting rights, not restrict them.
were being attacked — not by a foreign foe but
Education For All
by those who place corporate interests and elite
For more than a century, the idea of public
privilege over the common good of ordinary Americans.
education
has been a critical element of our democracy.
The right to vote, a free public education and the right
Through
a
common system of education, the United States
to organize are all falling prey to right-wing ideologues
has
managed
to educate its populace to join in a shared
who seek to profit off privatization and discrimination. The
democratic
conversation.
The strongest, most equitable
holiday, then, is not merely an occasion for gobbling hot
period
in
modern
American
history, stretching from the
dogs and watching fireworks. It is also a time to celebrate the
New
Deal
into
the
1970s,
came
after public education had
ideals that rest at the core of our national identity, and think
become
a
basic
social
good
available
to all Americans.
about how they can continue to thrive for years to come.
Today this core
Fierce Battles
institution is under attack by
The right to vote is
a disingenuous “education
foundational to our nation’s
reform movement” that
identity. Many of our fiercest
scapegoats unionized teachers
battles have been waged over
instead of demanding adequate
the extension of that right —
educationfunding or defending
from the 15th Amendment,
neighborhood
schools.
guaranteeing black men the
Rather than addressing all the
franchise, to the expansion
pressures our education system
of the vote to women in 1919
is under — tightening budgets,
with the 19th Amendment, to
decaying
infrastructure,
the reinforcement of the rights
increasing diversity of our
of all African-Americans with
students — these self-styled
the Voting Rights Act.
reformers lay all the problems
Today few Americans
at the feet of supposedly
would openly dispute that
lazyteachers andtheir unions.
every citizen deserves a vote.
Their solution, privately
But if we are truly committed
run charter schools, is hardly a
to this freedom, we must
panacea for the real problems
proactively work against any
in public education. While
attempts to suppress it.
some charter school operators
In 2013, the Supreme
perform excellent work, the
Court
overturned
key
rapid expansion of the charter
elements of the Voting Rights
sector has resulted in a lack
Act, saying states that had
of real public oversight, with
historically
discriminated
rampant fraud and abuse. As
– Amy B. Dean
against
African-American
Reuters recently reported,
voters were no longer required
many operators have adopted
to seek federal approval before amending their voting laws. intricate screening processes, leaving the public schools to
Immediately, nine Southern, GOP-dominated states moved deal with the highest-need children — even as their privately
to pass voter ID bills and other measures that restrict access managed counterparts often receive more funding.
to the polls. Republicans claim that these measures are
In terms of test scores, charters tend to produce
needed to prevent fraud at the polls, but there’s no evidence outcomes that are indistinguishable from those of public
that existing laws to deter fraud aren’t working. Instead, schools, failing on the whole to produce any demonstrable
the real impact of these new bills is to discourage citizens improvements that would justify shifting away from strong
from exercising their right to vote. And studies have shown public oversight and a commitment to serving all kids in
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The strongest, most

equitable period

in modern American

history, stretching
from the New Deal into
the 1970s, came after
public education had
become a basic social
good available to all
Americans.
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their neighborhood schools.
:,9=,::/9(526(5:;/,5/(+;6),9,*(33,+;64(05;(05
Fortunately, the forces of privatization are facing
;/, 7,9*,5;9,8<09,4,5;*633(7:05.;/,465,@:<773@
opposition.
Last year in Pittsburgh a true reform movement
!/,of9,:<3;
>(: >0+,:79,(+
<5,4736@4,5;
(5+
took control
the locally
controlled school
district. Newly
36::6-/64,:(5+:(=05.::0403(9;6;/(;:,,5;6+(@5
elected school board members canceled Teach for America
(:*(;/05.05+0*;4,5;),-69,65.9,::05
,79,:,5
contracts,
which they felt denied students professional
;(;0=,
6<0:
*(++,5
)3(4,+
;/,
,+,9(3
,:,9=,
,
teachers, and rejected charter permits for those private
:(0+
management companies that they found inadequate.
C9 /(094(5
/(=,election
05 ;/0: 6<5;9@
65, 6-
In November,
a school >,
board
in Bridgeport,
;/,
46:;
*699<7;
05:;0;<;065:
;/,
>693+
/(:
,=,9
256>5
Connecticut, ended the reign of Paul Vallas, who oversaw
9,-,9;6;/,,+,9(3,:,9=,6(9+(5+;/,,+,9(3,
mass
layoffs and school closures in Chicago, New Orleans
:,9=,(52:!/,+,79,+(;065:(5+0508<0;0,:6-;/,,+
and
Philadelphia. These victories show that it’s possible to
/(=,*6:;,56<./465,@;67(@;/,(;065(3+,);:,=,9(3
organize
against those who wish to undercut one of the last
;04,:6=,9D
strong
public institutions in America.
64,7,673,;/052;/(;;/,,+,9(3,:,9=,(52:
Freedom
Of Association
(9," 6=,954,5;05:;0;<;065:!/,@(9,790=(;,46567
630,:>/0*/79,@<765;/,7,673,6-;/,:,"50;,+
The First Amendment guarantees freedom;(;,:
of
-69;/,),5,G
;6-;/,4:,3=,:(5+;/,09-69,0.5*<:;64,9:
speech
and freedom
of peaceful assembly. These rights
-69,0.5(5++64,:;0*:7,*<3(;69:(5+:>05+3,9:(5+90*/
have
been cherished by Americans for centuries, and from
(5+79,+(;69@465,@3,5+,9:
them
the freedom of association has grown. In Democracy
!/,:,;>,3=,790=(;,*9,+0;46567630,:>,9,+,
in America,
Alexis de Tocqueville celebrated Americans’
*,0;-<33@ (5+
<765 ;/0: *6<5;9@
)@ ;/,
propensity
for+0:36@(33@
voluntary-60:;,+
self-organization.
“Americans
)(52,9:
>/6
/,9, -964
<967,
(5+ 9,7(0+
<: 6<9
of
all ages,
all*(4,
conditions,
all minds
constantly
unite,”
he
/6:70;(30;@)@<5+,940505.6<94,90*(505:;0;<;065:
noted,
adding that there is “scarcely an undertaking so
small
Americans
not unite for 
it.” 
 that
 
 do
If we believe in this foundational freedom of
!6:;67;/,*633(7:,6-;/,465,@:<773@05
association,
we don’t get to choose who gets to exercise it 
66:,=,3;;662;/,+633(96--;/,.63+:;(5+(9+>0;/05;/,
and who doesn’t. For the middle and working classes in many
"50;,+unions
;(;,:!/,.63+:;(5+(9+/(+79,=(03,+:05*,;/,
states,
have served as a crucial vehicle for advancing
-6<5+05.6-;/,*6<5;9@(5+;/,46=,>(:/0./3@*65;96
their rights in the workplace. But today these collective
=,9:0(390;0*:=0,>,+0;(:(*904,<;796765,5;::(>
institutions
are under assault by conservative politicians —
0;(:G5(33@(336>05.;/,*6<5;9@;6),,*65640*(33@:6=
backed
by wealthy businesspeople (who enjoy the benefits
,9,0.5
of
having their own associations, such as the U.S. Chamber
!/0: 469,
),50.5
=0,> >(:associations
;(2,5 )@ ,(9+:3,@
of Commerce).
While
workplace
allowed
<43
/(094(5
6-
;/,
,+,9(3
,:,9=,
,>
employees to enjoy unmatched prosperity (52
in the 6-
middle
%69205(79,:,5;(;065),-69,;/,4,90*(5(9::6*0(
decades of the 20th century, ordinary Americans today have
;06505
largely
been,:(0+;/,.6=,954,5;>(:56>(;30),9;@;6
deprived of their right to organize and protect
:7,5+(:5,,+,+;64,,;0;:)<+.,;+9(>05.65*9,+0;0:
their economic interests.
:<,+)@0;:6>5*,5;9(3)(52;*6<3++6;/0:<5;03790*,05
A 2009 study by a professor at Cornell University’s
H(;06505+0*(;,+(>,(2,5,+7<9*/(:05.76>,96-;/,*<9
School
of Industrial and Labor Relations demonstrates the
9,5*@!/,5
653@in;/,5
>6<3+ ;/,
.6=,954,5;
5,,+
success
of that(5+
assault
suppressing
union
organizing.
In
;6
3,=@
;(?,:B56;
;6
-<5+
;/,
)<+.,;
)<;
;6
*6<5;,9(*;
more than one-third of union organizing drives, employees
05H(;065)@*65;9(*;05.;/,465,@:<773@!/,7905*07(3
who
are involved in the effort to unionize are subsequently
7<976:,
6- ;(?,:
:(0+of
<43
4(05;,5(5*,
6- (
fired.
Though
this sort
action>(:
by C;/,
management
is illegal,
+633(9>/0*//(::;()3,7<9*/(:05.76>,96=,9;/,@,(9:

 n s
i n s t i t u t i o

the punishments for employers who break the law are so
64,;04,:;/0:7<976:,0::;(;,+(:E;/,(=60+(5*,6-05
minimal
— often a paltry few thousand dollars in fines —
Hthat
(;065FD
they provide little deterrent. Meanwhile, Republican
;>(:(9,4(92()3,9,(30A(;065!/,.6=,954,5;
legislators
are promulgating so-called right-to-work laws
*6<3+),-<5+,+>0;/6<;;(?,:)@+9(>05.65*9,+0;-964
(in Indiana and Michigan, for example), which reduce
0;:6>5*,5;9(3)(52
05*,;/,9,>(:56365.,9(5,,+-69
unions’ bargaining power
by allowing some workers in
.63+;6*6=,9;/,36(5;/,*,5;9(3)(52>6<3+56;/(=,;6
a unionized workplace to opt out of joining the union
)6996>;*6<3+1<:;*9,(;,;/,465,@650;:)662:53@
and paying dues. This deliberate weakening of workers’
>/,5790*,:96:,(*96::;/,)6(9+:0.5(305.(5,?*,::6-
organizations, along with additional laws that deny public
465,@05;/,465,@:<773@>6<3+;/,.6=,954,5;5,,+
employees any right to represent their interests at work
;6;(?B56;;6-<5+;/,.6=,954,5;)<;:0473@;62,,7:<7
(in states such as Wisconsin), makes it hard for unions to
73@.66+:(5+:,9=0*,:05)(3(5*,>0;/+,4(5+465,@
survive. Given these developments, it’s not surprising that
<43F:=0:0650:,*/6,+;6+(@05;/,:*/6636-,*6
fewer than
50 percent of unfair labor practices are reported
5640*;/6<./;*(33,+6+,9565,;(9@!/,69@!
because workers fear retaliation.
<;(-;,966:,=,3;F:+,40:,0;>(:56;7<9:<,+!/,"
The results speak for themselves. The New York
.6=,954,5;*65;05<,+;6-<5+0;:,3->0;/;(?,:(5+>/,5
Times reported earlier this year that corporate profits
0;-(03,+;69,*6=,9,56<./;67(@0;:)033:0;*65;05<,+;6
are the highest they’ve been in 85 years, and employee
)6996>7<;;05.0;:,3-05+,);
compensation is at its lowest point in 65 years.
       
690;:G9:;/(3-*,5;<9@;/,,+,9(3,:,9=,*65
;05<,+ ;6 76*2,; ;/, 05;,9,:; 65 ;/, 465,@ 0; 0::<,+ (5+
3,5;;6;/,.6=,954,5;<;05;/, :$90./;(;4(5
/(094(56-;/,6<:,(5205.(5+<99,5*@6440;
;,,7<:/,+;6/(=,;/,,+5(;065(30A,+!6(=60+;/(;9,
:<3;;/,,+8<0,;3@(.9,,+;69,)(;,0;:796G;:;6;/," 
!9,(:<9@
5             
7<)30:/,+ 05   65.9,::4(5 ,99@#669/0: >96;, 6-
;/0:*65*,::065
C; >(: +65, 8<0;, 6)=06<:3@ (: (*256>3,+.
4,5;;/(;;/,,+,9(3,:,9=,(52:>,9,(*;05.65;/,
65,/(5+(:(5(;065(3)(526-0::<,*9,(;05.;/,5(;065F:
465,@)<;65;/,6;/,9/(5+*/(9.05.;/,5(;06505;,9,:;
65 0;: 6>5 *9,+0;B>/0*/ 56 ;9<, 5(;065(3 )(52 6- 0::<,
*6<3+ *65*,0=()3@ 69 >0;/ (5@ :/6> 6- 1<:;0*, +(9, ;6
+6D
,)(;05.;/,05;,9,:;;6;/,!9,(:<9@>(:*3,(93@
(:;,705;/,90./;+09,*;065<;;/,*,5;9(3)(52-<5+,+
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i n s t i t u t i o n s
These attacks on workers’ right to organize into
unions are unacceptable. But beyond defending the right to
unionize, updated policies are needed to expand the freedom of
association to reflect the way people work today. Fewer people
work in traditional factories and offices, while more and more
are employed in contingent and flexible arrangements. Some
are experimenting with new means of organizing. Innovators
include workers’ centers such as the New Orleans Workers’
Center for Racial Justice and collective associations such as the
Uber drivers of Seattle, who have affiliated with a Teamsters
local without officially joining the union. Across America’s
cities, unions are allying with community groups to bargain
for rights — such as paid sick days and a $15 minimum wage
— which will apply to all employees, regardless of whether

18

they belong to a union or not.
Americans must remain vigilant in protecting the
institutions that have allowed our democratic republic to
flourish. The right to vote, universal free public education and
the freedom to associate are a few of these institutions. We
should all reflect on these institutions as we approach Labor
Day this year.
Amy B., Dean is a fellow of the Century Foundation and principal of ABD Ventures, LLC, a consulting firm that works to
develop new and innovative strategies for organizations devoted to social change. Dean is co-author, with David Reynolds,
of A New New Deal: How Regional Activism Will Reshape the
American Labor Movement.
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h o u s i n g

Big Banks Hit
with Monster
$250 Billion
Lawsuit in
Housing Crisis

deals in retaliation. Better to ignore the repurchase provisions of the pooling and servicing agreements and let the
investors take the losses—better, at least, until they sued.
Beyond the legal issues are the implications for the solvency of the banking system itself. Can even the largest
banks withstand a $250 billion iceberg? The sum is more
than 40 times the $6 billion “London Whale” that shook JP
Morgan Chase to its foundations.

Who Will Pay – the Banks or the Depositors?
The world’s largest banks are considered “too
big to fail” for a reason. The fractional reserve banking
scheme is a form of shell game, which depends on “liquidity” borrowed at very low interest from other banks or
l l e n
r o w n
the money market. When Lehman Brothers went bankrupt in
or years, homeowners have been battling Wall 2008, triggering a run on the money market, the whole interStreet in an attempt to recover some por- connected shadow banking system nearly went down with it.
tion of their massive losses from the housing
Congress then came to the rescue with a taxpayer
Ponzi scheme. But progress has been slow, as bailout, and the Federal Reserve followed with its quanthey have been outgunned and out-spent by the banktitative easing fire hose. But
ing titans.
in 2010, the Dodd Frank
In June, however,
Act said there would be no
the banks may have met
more government bailouts.
their match, as some equally
Instead, the banks were to
powerful titans strode onto
save themselves with “bail
the stage. Investors led by
ins,” meaning they were to
Black Rock, the world’s
recapitalize themselves by
largest asset manager, and
confiscating a portion of the
PIMCO, the world’s largest
funds of their creditors – inbond-fund manager, have
cluding not only their sharesued some of the world’s
holders and bondholders but
largest banks for breach of
the largest class of creditor of
fiduciary duty as trustees of
any bank, their depositors.
their investment funds. The
Theoretically, deposinvestors are seeking damagits under $250,000 are proes for losses surpassing $250
tected by FDIC deposit inbillion. That is the equivalent
surance. But the FDIC fund
of one million homeowners
contains only about $47
with $250,000 in damages
billion – a mere 20% of the
suing at one time.
Black Rock/PIMCO damThe defendants are
age claims. Before 2010, the
the so-called trust banks that
FDIC could borrow from
oversee payments and enthe Treasury if it ran short of
force terms on more than $2
money. But since the Dodd
– Ellen Brown
trillion in residential mortFrank Act eliminates govgage securities. They inernment bailouts, the availclude units of Deutsche Bank AG, US Bank, Wells Fargo, ability of Treasury funds for that purpose is now in doubt.
Citigroup, HSBC Holdings PLC, and Bank of New York
When depositors open their online accounts and
Mellon Corp. Six nearly identical complaints charge the see that their balances have shrunk or disappeared, a run
trust banks with breach of their duty to force lenders and on the banks is likely. And since banks rely on each other
sponsors of the mortgage-backed securities to repurchase for liquidity, the banking system as we know it could coldefective loans.
lapse. The result could be drastic deleveraging, erasing
Why the investors are only now suing is compli- trillions of dollars in national wealth.
cated, but it involves a recent court decision on the statute
of limitations. Why the trust banks failed to sue the lenders Phoenix Rising
Some pundits say the global economy would then
evidently involves the cozy relationship between lenders
and trustees. The trustees also securitized loans in pools come crashing down. But in a thought-provoking March
where they were not trustees. If they had started filing suit 2014 article called “American Delusionalism, or Why
demanding repurchases, they might wind up sued on other History Matters,” John Michael Greer disagrees. He notes
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On a national level,
when the Wall Street
credit system fails, the
government can turn to
the innovative model
devised by our colonial

forebears and start

issuing its own currency
and credit.
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h o u s i n g
that historically, governments have responded by modifying their financial systems:
“Massive credit collapses that erase very large
sums of national wealth and impact the global economy
are hardly a new phenomenon . . . but one thing that has
never happened as a result of any of them is the sort of
self-feeding, irrevocable plunge into the abyss that current
fast-crash theories require.
“The reason for this is that credit is merely one
way by which a society manages the distribution of goods
and services…A credit collapse…doesn’t make the energy, raw materials, and labor vanish into some fiscal
equivalent of a black hole; they’re all still there, in whatever quantities they were before the credit collapse, and
all that’s needed is some new way to allocate them to the
production of goods and services.
“This, in turn, governments promptly provide.
In 1933, for example, faced with the most severe credit
collapse in American history, Franklin Roosevelt temporarily nationalized the entire US banking system, seized
nearly all the privately held gold in the country, unilaterally changed the national debt from ‘payable in gold’ to
‘payable in Federal Reserve notes’ (which amounted to a
technical default), and launched a series of other emergency measures. The credit collapse came to a screeching
halt, famously, in less than a hundred days. Other nations
facing the same crisis took equally drastic measures, with
similar results…”
Faced with a severe crisis, governments can slap
on wage and price controls, freeze currency exchanges,
impose rationing, raise trade barriers, default on their
debts, nationalize whole industries, issue new currencies,
allocate goods and services by fiat, and impose martial law
to make sure the new economic rules are followed to the
letter; if necessary, at gunpoint. Again, these aren’t theoretical possibilities; every one of them has actually been
used by more than one government faced by a major economic crisis in the last century and a half.
That historical review is grounds for optimism,
but confiscation of assets and enforcement at gunpoint are

still not the most desirable outcomes. Better would be to
have an alternative system in place and ready to implement before the boom drops.
The Better Mousetrap
North Dakota has established an effective alternative model that other states might do well to emulate.
In 1919, the state legislature pulled its funds out of Wall
Street banks and put them into the state’s own publiclyowned bank, establishing financial sovereignty for the
state. The Bank of North Dakota has not only protected
the state’s financial interests but has been a moneymaker
for it ever since.
On a national level, when the Wall Street credit
system fails, the government can turn to the innovative
model devised by our colonial forebears and start issuing
its own currency and credit—a power now usurped by private banks but written into the US Constitution as belonging to Congress.
The chief problem with the paper scrip of the colonial governments was the tendency to print and spend
too much. The Pennsylvania colonists corrected that systemic flaw by establishing a publicly-owned bank, which
lent money to farmers and tradespeople at interest. To get
the funds into circulation to cover the interest, some extra
scrip was printed and spent on government services. The
money supply thus expanded and contracted naturally, not
at the whim of government officials but in response to seasonal demands for credit. The interest returned to public
coffers, to be spent on the common weal.
The result was a system of money and credit that
was sustainable without taxes, price inflation or government debt – not to mention without credit default swaps,
interest rate swaps, central bank manipulation, slicing and
dicing of mortgages, re-hypothecation in the repo market,
and the assorted other fraudulent schemes underpinning
our “systemically risky” banking system today.
Relief for Homeowners?
Will the Black Rock/PIMCO suit help homeown-
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Regulators Let
Utilities Gouge
Customers

may appear to be a harsh judgment, but the record supports this.
Profit raking

In the first case among those underway, FERC
awarded Bangor Hydro-Electric Co. of Maine a profit of
10.57 percent on equity invested in a transmission line.
By contrast, over the past 17 years the after-tax return for
nonfinancial domestic businesses averaged 8.85 perav i d
ay
o h n s t o n all
cent, the federal Bureau of Economic Analysis reported
he profit margins that federal regulators set for last month, with a 4.3 percent average rate for utilities.
utilities should be decreasing, given the long And high-quality corporate bond yields are currently 4.58
downward drift of interest rates and the shrinking percent—Treasury Department data show — well below
cost of capital. Bizarrely, the opposite is happen- the 30-year average of 7.48 percent.
FERC’s policy is a “’heads you win, tails I lose’
ing: Utilities are raking in stunning profits at the expense
giveaway
formula for big business,” consumer advocate
of consumers. Now the first in a raft of cases asserting
Ralph
Nader,
a Connecticut resident, told me. “Instead of
that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
reflecting
true
costs, the agency takes the lower interest
is letting utilities gouge cusrate costs of New England
tomers by setting egregiously
transmission owners and perhigh rates of return may finalversely proceeds to increase
ly get a hearing.
prices that consumers have
The commissioners
to pay.”
Since utilities are leA broad coalition of
gal monopolies with no marNew England attorneys genket to discipline their pricing,
eral and regulators, public
only the vigilance of regulapower agencies and industrial
tors stops them from causing
customers agree, saying that
irreparable economic harm
the Bangor profit is so high it
by stifling growth, drainis arbitrary — it was not based
ing wealth from customers
on facts, standards or reason.
and distorting investment.
“There is no evidence supCourt rulings say FERC comporting” the extraordinarily
missioners must “guard the
high rate of profit authorized
consumer against excessive
in this case or some others,
rates.”
said David Pomper of Spiegel
The legal standard for
& McDiarmid, the Washingsetting utility rates is known
ton law firm representing the
as “just and reasonable.” Profcoalition. FERC has set af– David Cay Johnston
its and prices are supposed to
ter-tax rates as high as 12.89
be balanced so both investors
percent. Because customers
and customers get fair treatment. FERC commissioners, must also pay the utility’s taxes, that means an astonishing
however, disregard the just and reasonable standard, rou- nearly 20 percent pretax profit rate.
tinely ignore evidence and act more as agents of utilities
Utility-rate consultant Paul Chernick testified in
than fair-minded regulators.
a 2011 rate transmission line case that “normally, a high
Who are these commissioners? Acting Chairman allowed or target return would be associated with a high
Cheryl LeFleur was acting CEO of the National Grid util- risk investment, entailing a significant chance of low or no
ity company. Philip D. Moeller has been the chief Wash- return for the investor. This is not true for FERC-regulated
ington lobbyist for utilities Alliant Energy and Calpine. transmission. FERC has rarely found any transmission or
Commissioner John R. Norris is a utility lawyer. Commis- generation investment to be imprudent or otherwise unresioner Tony Clark is a career regulator whose biography coverable.”
emphasizes that “he oversaw regulatory proceedings that
Investments with little risk of loss typically earn
permitted more than $5.5 billion in new investment in much smaller profits than risky ones. That’s the same reaNorth Dakota through expanded wind, coal and oil and soning used by banks when they charge low rates on mortgas infrastructure.” Absent from the commission is any- gages combined with a big down payment, while charging
one who represents the rights of consumers.
high rates of interest on unsecured debt, such as credit card
The commissioners, all likely future employees of debt. FERC’s policy amounts to demanding that Bangor
utilities, have erected what so far are impenetrable barri- customers bear credit card rates of return for taking less
ers to challenging FERC’s blatantly illegal conduct. That risk than mortgage lenders.
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Fat profit margins
cannot be challenged

by customers or

consumer advocates

when FERC sets rates
without conducting
hearings to examine
utility rates.
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u
Utilities tell investors FERC is their friend. Northeast Utilities bragged to investors that its operations enjoy
a “high level of rate certainty” because when regulators
set transmission line profit margins there are “no general
rate cases.” Translation: Fat profit margins cannot be challenged by customers or consumer advocates when FERC
sets rates without conducting hearings to examine utility
rates. The rate-setting process is rigged against consumers, argues Martha Coakley, the Massachusetts attorney
general, who is leading the coalition in the Bangor case.
Ignoring the evidence
In setting the high rate of profit for the proposed
transmission line, FERC ignored numerous witnesses
and documents. Instead it relied on a single witness, Ellen Lapson, an independent financial analyst who offered
a naked opinion with no economic analysis. Lapson admitted she did not even do her own research, but instead
let the utility’s lawyer choose the documents she was to
review. It gets worse: On cross-examination Lapson confessed, “I didn’t actually review all these documents…
I get into them and read one or two.” Other witnesses
provided page after page of detailed economic analysis,
which FERC disregarded in favor of Lapson’s mere opinion, solid evidence that FERC operates outside the law the
commissioners are sworn to uphold.
FERC bias not only favors electric transmission
line owners. Gordon Gooch, former general counsel of
FERC’s predecessor agency, showed in a formal complaint that 47 interstate pipelines collected $552 million
in excess profits in 2010, and the next year 51 pipelines
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collected $828 million in excess profits. Gooch challenged
FERC’s practice of granting pipelines automatic rate increases, a practice known as indexing, which means there
is no rate case in which customers can file a challenge. The
latest annual rate increase is more than 8 percent, while
inflation last year was 1.5 percent.
Index increases also compound over time. Five
years of compounding increases rates 51 percent, even
though evidence suggests operating costs for pipelines
are falling. FERC rejected Gooch’s argument. It ruled that
since he was not a direct customer of a pipeline, just someone who buys gasoline and uses natural gas to boil water
for coffee, he had no legal standing to challenge pipeline
profits. The court of appeals agreed.
Ray of hope
There is a single ray of hope that FERC will at least
discuss fairness to customers. President Barack Obama
nominated Norman C. Bay, FERC’s enforcement director,
to be the new chairman. The nomination prompted fierce
attacks from Powhatan Energy Fund, which Bay’s staff
accused of electricity market manipulation. Bay, though,
would be just one vote out of five.
Here‘s a question to ask your senators and representatives: Where are the congressional investigations into
FERC-approved price gouging?
David Cay Johnston, an investigative reporter who won a Pulitzer Prize while at The New York Times, is the author of Perfectly Legal, Free Lunch, and The Fine Print
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L o n g B e a c h HOMELESS

Laundered
Dreams

Slobodan Dimitrov

L

ong Beach is well known for many of its social services. Many are geared for the bigger picture, i.e.
shelter, food, sobriety, legal services, Veterans’ affairs, etc. Not as well-known are services catering
to the many needs that pertain to everyday life, such as showers, haircuts, and especially clean clothes. While some faithbased groups already provide free clothing for the homeless,
others wash the donated clothing or even clothing in the possession of a homeless person. A recent development is that
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businesses, mostly family run, are donating the time and
space for the homeless to take charge and do it themselves.
In Long Beach there are ten businesses that are involved in these activities. Below are a series of photos that
capture them. For example, at Modern Laundry on Long
Beach Blvd, Michael Kong, shown with a basket of laundry,
when asked about doing the laundry for the homeless, treats
the service as normal, with a matter of fact stoicism. Stacked
dryers, pictured.
At Spin Cycle on 7th and Termino, Derrick Engoy is
pictured with the box of laundry soap. He is part of Just One,
a group dedicated to fight poverty nationwide. It meets on the
last Saturday of the month.
At Mental Health America, on 5th and Elm, the
laundry machines work continually. Pictured with man loading a machine…

L o n g B e a c h HOMELESS
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• Organic color and product available
• 25 years same location
• You’ll enjoy our casual relaxed
atmosphere
• Dedicated stylist committed to
providing high end & quality services

First time clients

FREE haircut with COLOR service
$50.00 off Brazilian Blowout
Woman cut $45.00
Men cut $30.00
$5.00 off haircuts

562-498-1557
189 Argonne Ave, Long Beach, CA 90803
www.SalonIndah.com
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STREET LIFE

sun worshippers, dropouts. Some were homeowners, others
homeless or living in their RVs parked on the street. Those on the
edge seemed the most exciting. They welcomed him wholehearttheir community, though he never went back.
o h n
a n e edly into The
street was liberating as long as the allianchere’s nothing like an abrupt reversal to let you see es shifted favorably. The different clusters around town
the way it is. Wyatt’s preoccupation with making changed day by day, some migrating to other clusters or
good money and moving in all the right circles communities, or finding their way above, back into regular
suddenly seemed silly, superfluous. It was baffling, society, or returning to their previous states of incarceration
like he no longer existed. He felt like he was in a sort of or, unfortunately, but it’s a fact of life on the street, into a
limbo, and needed to find a way to either heaven or hell. But body bag. A bad apple, someone who had just been released
he couldn’t manage to go backward or forward. He had to from prison after a twenty-year stint, or furloughed from a
figure out how to exist again, but differently, in none of the mental institution to balance the budget, could tip the scales.
The camaraderie could explode into radical infighting at the
ways he had before.
Life on the street these past months, as he grasped crash of a shopping cart. A good apple on the other hand,
for the categories to define his situation and perhaps rede- someone who may have been forced into street life for the
fine himself, was mostly hell. It wasn’t like that at first. As usual, and some unusual, reasons, but who possessed at
he flushed out of his life above he felt rejuvenated. He want- least a smidgen of social purpose and vision, inadvertently
ed to cut loose from the whole program, experience the free- or intentionally choosing it as a refusal of regular society,
could catalyze a community condom of having no attachments,
science.
no commitments, even though
Sleeping outdoors was
it wasn’t his choice at first. To
rapturous, at first, when he bethe beach, that’s where freelieved it was only for a few days
dom rang, most everyone’s fanwhile he waited for his place.
tasy who grew up inland ogling
Actually, he was sharing a place
those perfectly-sculpted gyratbut wanted to test the waters
ing bodies on the silver screen.
so to speak, ease himself into a
He wanted to find new mates
position to make the big break.
with a fresh angle on what’s
He’d always had the fantasy of
happening, purer forms of cresleeping under the stars on the
ativity than what the entertainbeach with other people like
ment world offered. Something
himself, in a kind of outdoor
in Long Beach beckoned. He’d
commune where they could live
dropped in from time to time
like nomads, relive a primitive
for dinner with acquaintances
existence. Not commune with
at various restaurants, hip eatnature! That was starry-eyed
eries where casual deals were
hippie stuff for spoiled suburmade.
ban brats who cultivated excluHe was really imsive fraternities for themselves
pressed by the mix of folks
in order to find more kicks. He
from across the spectrum coexhad always detested these types.
isting in a democratic style that
His goal was to feel what nature
ran against the grain of what
really means, live through and
most feel America is all about.
beyond it to the other side of
Once he left a café a few blocks
possibility while reaching out
in from the beach and walked
– John O’Kane
to a more diverse community
to meet some people for dinof souls. The supreme test for
ner and got lost in the maze of
streets. Secretly frustrated and embarrassed, he frantically figuring your status in society was to show that you could
tried to escape but soon found himself enjoying his diver- face the dangers of the human jungle and be confident. You
sion. It was strange; he didn’t want to leave. He became a couldn’t know who you were until you were ready to take
kind of voyeur, spying things from a distance that he would things to the edge, the vanishing point of your existence. He
never have paid much attention to, like the architectural toyed with writing a script about this a while back.
In those early days he felt at times that some form
details and street activity. Later he sought out this same
neighborhood and found a party in progress spilling over of pure group magic was in reach. He met people who had
into several houses, and was pulled in from off the street to similar thoughts, and they slept together on the beach, or in
join in the festivities. He felt like he was being converted lush inland preserves. They moved around in formation, goto a strange new religion, and willingly accepted the litur- ing where the moments dictated, refusing that other world
gies. There were realtors, artists, political activists, surfers, together. It’s in this grouping that he met Willow, who in-
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It was kind of a

reverse séance.

The connection
was in the here and
now; the energy
from the victim’s

immediate

surroundings could

produce a new
wholeness.
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vited him to the scene. These moments were some of the
most exciting of his life, and he gradually forgot about the
place he’d applied to rent. Then one day he learned it had
forgotten him. It didn’t bother him much since he felt he
could continue this lifestyle forever. He was actually glad
he’d mined most of his bridges to that earlier life. But this
was also partly because in the back of his mind he felt he
could always reverse it, return to his previous situation in
some form. And he was aware of how fragile and experimental things were anyway.
Things changed when survival became very difficult. To stay self-sufficient and avoid having to panhandle,
they would have to get hold of a plow and perhaps a mule
to work the available plots. Or someone in the group would
have to find their trust fund. He was conflicted, still attracted
to that earlier life in some perverse way. Once he realized
he couldn’t return to it, however, things really got different. There were still euphoric moments but they were fewer.
He’d often lose consciousness, have a sense of not existing,
of being flushed out of the system by powerful and insensitive people, the same sort that populated the world above,
those who would think nothing of taking your belongings,
or even doing you harm.
He liked this scene. He remembered the evening
Willow brought him to the alley. It was nothing like what he
expected. She had said it would be the perfect place for him
to get things together as he planned his next move. He’d been
feeling out of it ever since coming down from his first experience, like somehow he’d ended up in a rotating cul-de-sac
and couldn’t locate the exit. He was welcomed by the people
there, and it seemed genuine. They all seemed to know each
other, and to be interested in his situation. Like they knew
what he’d been through and could give him good advice.
The vibes were special. That first night they performed an impromptu skit that made fun of street people,
and Emil, who according to rumors had been involved in
several plays back in Ann Arbor, brought him into it. And
he did it very cleverly, against his will. He broke down his
resistance and encouraged him to take part. In the next days
he found himself thinking of other skits they could do. Some
were even talking about putting together a theatrical group
and getting a space for it down by the beach.
But it all vanished nearly as fast as this dream state
surfaced. One night he woke up suddenly and didn’t immediately recognize where he was. He felt like he might have
interrupted a tense situation. Only a few from the group
were there: Emil, Willow and two others. During his slumber some had apparently left and others replaced them. But
these new members were different. A few looked like they’d
been on the street for a long time and their crusted appearances had fused with the surroundings. They were nearly
comatose and looked at you like they were afraid to speak.
Others didn’t seem to belong, like perhaps they just
dropped in to check things out. One male, probably in his
late twenties or early thirties, was dressed like he was nearly
ready to head off for work at the office. He had few belongings. And he seemed to have a special rapport with a few
of the other newcomers. Their accents and ways of using
words were out of phase with streetspeak, like maybe they
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were away from the street for a while, or even new to it. And
they seemed to connect with each other through some form
of sign language. One conspicuously clean-cut male in his
late thirties or so was fixated on Willow, who began moving
further to the edge of the group. The dynamic was never the
same again. Most regulars began to migrate to other clusters
around town where there were familiar bodies.
Then one night as he crept toward the alley, returning from a visit with Alan and Jane over at the park,
a scream pierced the mute blackness. At first he couldn’t
locate it but as he got closer realized it came from the alley.
The clean-cut male and another new face had cornered Willow by the dumpster. He knelt down behind a bush about
fifty feet away, torn between running for the police and offering her help. When he saw that they had her pinned to the
ground on an old mattress and covered her mouth, he jerked
himself up, still not knowing what to do. They all turned his
way at the same time, making his decision for him. He ran
back toward the beach as Willow’s groans ceased.
He didn’t get the police. They’d probably know
who did it, and he was in a weak position at that moment.
He had few allies on the street, and there had been a spate of
beatings, and even killings recently in adjacent clusters. He
felt guilty about this. And he wanted to explain his motives
to Willow when he saw her a week or so later at a crash pad
that his friend Fritz had put together. He could never forget
the look on her face as he surprised her with Rhiannon and
a few of her friends on the roof. Rhiannon said they had
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been worshipping the sun god. They were all nude, including Willow who was encircled by the others, like she was
the object of some sort of ritual. It could have been a performance at Desiree’s gallery. In fact he remembered saying to
himself how this had the stamp and feel of a Desiree happening. They seemed to be trying to exorcize something from
her, chanting indecipherable phrases, putting their hands
on her erratically, caressing her thighs and massaging her
nipples.
From his vantage as the spectator they could have
been staging, or actually creating a playing field for a reciprocal seduction, a willing and loving one for sure. It seemed
evident in Willow’s occasional facial expressions and movements. Perhaps this was the undoing of her trauma in the
alley, he remembered thinking. And later a friend of Rhiannon’s said that the purpose was an arty modification of some
new therapy technique being used for rape victims. They did
it differently each time. It all depended on who the victim
was and what their circumstances were. The point was to
get the violation out of their body and fill the momentary
void with a replacement experience that became a positive
memory. It was kind of a reverse séance. The connection
was in the here and now; the energy from the victim’s immediate surroundings could produce a new wholeness. He
remembered wondering if this might be another violation.
Once they saw him they tried to bring him into the
seduction, but he coiled when he got up close and met Willow’s eyes. It wasn’t what he expected. He was embarrassed,
for both of them he thought, and felt guilty for failing to
become her savior, or get the police. But her look up close
was radiant, and her gaze cut through him, making him feel
naked and defenseless. He couldn’t speak. He lost his ability to express what he wanted, what he had rehearsed. And
her look somehow said she knew that and understood. She
effortlessly uttered, “I’ve been there before!” and he quickly
faded back to the street.
It took him a while before he was able to begin making sense of what all of this meant. At first he found another
roost farther down the beach, avoiding the entire area around
the alley. For several days he saw no one remotely associated with that scene. But he couldn’t get Willow out of his
mind, and especially what happened to her. He eventually
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realized he had to see her. They had talked about coming
up together, even getting a place. But this all seemed beside
the point now. The image he had of her was losing focus.
He knew the street was responsible for what had happened,
and even for how he was seeing her now, yet he didn’t really know anything for sure, and that’s why he had to get
back above ground. Or did he? One meeting with Willow
would give him the assurance as to what had to be done.
Living above would never be the same now, however. He
had learned that much, but only had a vague notion of what
it would actually be like.
The street seemed to scramble his senses with his
thoughts. He’d be pondering the simplest problem, in a relatively clear frame of mind, when smells would rush him,
several at once, lilacs, salty almonds, barbeque, expensive
perfume, the sea air, grease, plumes of incense. He could
single each one out, momentarily at least, and then they’d
often blend into one fragrance that at times would be seductive, at others the most repulsive stench, and morph into
a picture, often an abstract piece of art. With gestures he
would physically try to reach through the sensual clutter
and grab the lost clarity on the other side. But this would
overload his synapses and weaken him. As he relaxed, accepting his fate, sometimes he’d get insights that literally
blew his mind, forcing him to take refuge in any substances
available…
From The Easy Rider Fan Club.
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Rise Of The Nonworking Rich

I

R o b e rt R e i c h

n a new Pew poll more than
three quarters of self-described
conservatives believe “poor people have it easy because they can
get government benefits without doing
anything.” In reality, most of America’s poor work hard, often in two or
more jobs. The real non-workers are
the wealthy who inherit their fortunes. And their ranks are growing. In fact, we’re on the cusp
of the largest inter-generational
wealth transfer in history.
The wealth is coming
from those who over the last three
decades earned huge amounts on
Wall Street, in corporate boardrooms, or as high-tech entrepreneurs. It’s going to their children,
who did nothing except be born
into the right family.
The “self-made” man or
woman, the symbol of American
meritocracy, is disappearing. Six
of today’s ten wealthiest Americans are heirs to prominent fortunes. Just six Walmart heirs have
more wealth than the bottom 42
percent of Americans combined
(up from 30 percent in 2007).
The U.S. Trust bank just
released a poll of Americans with
more than $3 million of investable assets. Nearly three-quarters
of those over age 69, and 61 per
cent of boomers (between the ages of
50 and 68), were the first in their generation to accumulate significant wealth.
But the bank found inherited wealth far
more common among rich millennials
under age 35.
This is the dynastic form of
wealth French economist Thomas Piketty warns about. It’s been the major
source of wealth in Europe for centuries. It’s about to become the major
source in America – unless, that is, we
do something about it.
As income from work has become more concentrated in America,
the super rich have invested in businesses, real estate, art, and other assets. The income from these assets is
now concentrating even faster than

income from work.
In 1979, the richest 1 percent
of households accounted for 17 percent
of business income. By 2007 they were
getting 43 percent. They were also taking in 75 percent of capital gains. Today, with the stock market significantly
higher than where it was before the
crash, the top is raking even more from
their investments.
Both political parties have encouraged this great wealth transfer, as
beneficiaries provide a growing share

Both political
parties have
encouraged
this great wealth
transfer, as

beneficiaries

cent, and the estate tax was completely
eliminated. (Conservatives called it the
“death tax” even though it only applied
to the richest two-tenths of one percent.)
Barack Obama rolled back
some of these cuts, but many remain.
Before George W. Bush, the
estate tax kicked in at $2 million of assets per couple, and then applied a 55
percent rate. Now it kicks in at $10 million per couple, with a 40 percent rate.
House Republicans want to go
even further than Bush did. Rep. Paul
Ryan’s “road map,” which continues to be the bible of Republican
economic policy, eliminates all
taxes on interest, dividends, capital gains, and estates.
Yet the specter of an entire generation who do nothing for
their money other than speed-dial
their wealth management advisors
isn’t particularly attractive. It’s
also dangerous to our democracy,
as dynastic wealth inevitably accumulates political influence.
What to do? First, restore
the estate tax in full. Second,
eliminate the “stepped-up-basis
on death” rule. This obscure tax
provision allows heirs to avoid
paying capital gains taxes on
the increased value of assets accumulated during the life of the
deceased. Such untaxed gains account for more than half of the
value of estates worth more than
$100 million, according to the
Center on Budget and Policy Priorities. Third, institute a wealth
tax. We already have an annual wealth
tax on homes, the major asset of the
middle class. It’s called the property
tax. Why not a small annual tax on the
value of stocks and bonds, the major
assets of the wealthy?
We don’t have to sit by and
watch our meritocracy be replaced by
a permanent aristocracy, and our democracy be undermined by dynastic
wealth. We can and must take action
— before it’s too late.

provide a growing
share of campaign
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contributions.
– Robert Reich
of campaign contributions. But Republicans have been even more ardent than
Democrats. For example, family trusts
used to be limited to about 90 years.
Legal changes implemented under
Ronald Reagan extended them in perpetuity. So-called “dynasty trusts” now
allow super-rich families to pass on to
their heirs money and property largely
free from taxes, and to do so for generations.
George W. Bush’s biggest tax
breaks helped high earners but they
provided even more help to people
living off accumulated wealth. While
the top tax rate on income from work
dropped from 39.6% to 35 percent, the
top rate on dividends went from 39.6%
(taxed as ordinary income) to 15 per-

Robert B. Reich, Chancellor’s Professor
of Public Policy at the University of California at Berkeley and Senior Fellow at the
Blum Center for Developing Economies,
was Secretary of Labor in the Clinton administration.
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Men’s Cut........................$15
Women’s Cut...................$25
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BEST PRICES IN TOWN
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(562) 621-6404

3232 E. Broadway • Long Beach, CA 90803
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Bitcoin
Revolution
Wins Over
World

P at r i c k L. Y o u n g

T

hings may be more incremental in terms of acceptance, but the bitcoin revolution continues apace. Bad
regulation involves hacking babies
in two before considering the consequences. Good regulation appreciates that the world changes. The
last year/century was appreciably different to the
current one, let alone the
future age of whose technological marvels we are
barely worthy to evaluate, as nanotechnology
reshapes our world. Wise
regulators act accordingly.
In the world of
bitcoin, the first reaction
of the government sector
was largely one of fear
and confusion. Then again
it was ever thus with innovation. Early underground
trains were mandated with
frosted windows lest ladies fainted at the sight
of tunnel walls speeding
by. On both sides of the
Atlantic, governments demanded somebody must
wander with a red flag ahead of any
self-propelled automobile.
The arrival of a popular
electronic currency in the form of
bitcoin was a huge step. With a paucity of private sector folks pondering
electronic money a decade or more
ago, the government nexus had not
considered just what would happen
when the kindling of alt money finally caught light. Thanks to the block
chain, bitcoin has not merely lit the
fuse; it has blazed a trail, creating a
whole new currency infrastructure
which is already being used for all
manner of exciting processes.
Bitpesa, to name but one,
threatens to transform payments to
the emerging world – creating a vast
saving for those who have until re-

cently been slaves to the somewhat
Dickensian western systems. Every
dollar saved on transfers means more
money reaching the relatives of migrant laborers in the emerging world,
delivering a palpable boost to living
standards where every cent counts.
Governments and central
banks in Japan and Russia have been
among those reappraising the crypto
currency revolution in recent days.
Their incremental opening up to alt
money is a healthy sign that the future of money involves the fiat financing of government co-existing
alongside their crypto currency cous-

In the world of
bitcoin, the first
reaction of the

rally as the likes of the Russian Central Bank points out, money laundering is something we all must remain
vigilant about. Nevertheless, as the
Japanese government has also made
clear, the future of money involves
digital stores of value and transaction agents. Moreover, while the US
may have sent out mixed messages
about digital money, the fact that
citizens can now donate bitcoin to
political campaigns tells us all we
need to know about how the political
classes value crypto currency.
Nobody accepts gummy
bears as electoral currency, but in bitcoin Washington trusts for
its own self-sustenance at
the ballot box.
The bitcoin revolution is now approaching
a fascinating post nerd
point in its development.
Competing currencies are
at different stages of development but all have
similar issues going forward. The nerd era needs
to give way to the broader
acceptance by the public
and that means better interfaces and more popular
means to access, store and
use crypto currency.
The Fascinating
Aurora Coin has stalled
because its purchasing
infrastructure has not
been properly advanced.
Likewise with bitcoin. While small
entrepreneurs like myself are in the
vanguard of accepting its usage, new
payment providers have borrowed
too much from the old era of infrastructure when micropayments – wafer-thin charges and instant access to
the proceeds – are the way forward
for all intermediaries. However these
are mere ‘teething troubles’ as the
revolution continues and bitcoin becomes an established instrument of
global commerce.
The competition for our wallets is developing incrementally as
the revolution is building pace. Competition is good for every citizen and
consumer. Governments are no longer at the center of the money chain
via their Central Banker cousins and

government sector
was largely
one of fear and
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confusion.
– Patrick L. Young

ins. Indeed a recent auction of bitcoin from the bankrupt exchange Mt
Gox was bought entirely by a Silicon
Valley VC Tim Draper, who intends
to use the crypto currency to provide
an alternative to smaller emerging
market currencies.
Yes, there are still agents of
reaction everywhere, with the mainstream Western media endlessly obsessed by silly scare stories of drugs
and crime at the epicenter of bitcoin
trade, when of course the entire value
of all bitcoins ever mined is equivalent to a bare few days of the dollarfunded drugs trade.
Nobody ever seriously suggests closing the Fed and switching
off the US dollar (well apart from
one Paul family in the USA). Natu-

m o n e y
that means better government, as opposed to willful devaluation of citizens’ savings as practiced by the political classes of all hues for decades.
In that sense, the Copernican revolution in cash is gaining pace as never
before.

The Greatest Story Never Told
donkeys and elephants wouldn’t know
a Republican from a Democrat
neither would the bleeding steak on your plate
the life chewing thru your smoldering compost
or the ripe red tomato on the vine
warming in the sun

Patrick L Young is expert in global financial markets working in multiple
disciplines, ranging from trading independently to running exchanges.

shivering atoms express themselves without prejudice
while politicians play last chance tug of war
with science and reason
glaciers the size of New York City breech and fall
as an Atlanta of forests drop day after day
save your prayers for heaven
and learn to swim
mother nature, constant to an irrepressible math
patiently awaits the instant when she will
spit the sad and bitter taste of humanity out of her mouth
returning the millennial mash of all that was
to the numinous mystery of the gods
as the sun crawls into the moon
and the stars give way
to the stillborn imagination
and unrequited silence
of the next
– S.A. Griffin
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Groups Oppose
Herbicide
Approval
Lydia zuraw

A

lthough the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) said in April that
it plans to permit a new
weed killer called Enlist Duo onto the
market, consumer advocates are attempting to dissuade the agency from
doing so before a final decision
is made. The herbicide is a combination of 2,4-D and glyphosate and is made by Dow AgroSciences. If approved, it would
be used on millions of acres of
farm fields in combination with
a new type of herbicide-resistant genetically engineered corn
and soybean crops and at least
triple the use of 2,4-D. Glyphosate is the active ingredient in
Roundup, the top-selling weed
killer developed by Monsanto.
When announcing the
agency’s inclination to approve
Enlist Duo, EPA added that “the
proposal would impose requirements on the manufacturer including robust monitoring and
reporting to EPA, grower education and remediation and would
allow EPA to take swift action
to impose additional restrictions
on the manufacture and the use
of the pesticide if resistance develops.” EPA accepted public
comments on the decision until
June 30 and is expected to issue a final decision in late summer or early
fall.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture, which must grant approval
of the crops genetically engineered to
tolerate Enlist Duo, said it was prepared to grant its approval in January.
USDA’s comment period closed on
March 11.
A number of farm, food,
health, public interest, consumer, fisheries and environmental organizations
submitted comments in opposition to
the proposals, and the EPA docket received more than 25,000 comments in
total. At the end of June, 35 scientists,
medical professionals and researchers
also wrote to EPA Administrator Gina
44

McCarthy to urge the agency not to
approve Enlist Duo.
On Wednesday, the Center
for Food Safety and the Environmental Working Group hosted a briefing
for congressional staffers to persuade
members of Congress to pressure the
two agencies to reject the proposals
because of the potential negative impacts on the environment and human
health. Panelists at the event included
Doug Gurian-Sherman, senior scientist at Center for Food Safety; John
Wargo, professor of Environmental

Safety

advocates

Safety advocates are also
concerned that 2,4-D and glyphosate
have not been tested for combined
toxicity. “We’re very concerned that
this combination is going to cause not
only additive effects, but multiplicative or synergistic effects,” Thomasson said.
In terms of environmental effects, critics say that Enlist Duo will
increase soils, surface and groundwater contamination and perpetuate
the “pesticide treadmill,” which is
when farmers use larger amounts of
increasingly toxic chemicals to control herbicide-resistant
weeds,
eventually requiring the
use of different chemicals. Hirshberg called
the herbicide a “threeto five-year solution, at
best” and compared it to
the issue of antibiotics
overuse contributing to
drug resistance.
Rep. Chellie Pingree (D-ME), who spoke
at the start of Wednesday’s briefing, said that
the struggle over Enlist
Duo ties into the fight
for the labeling of genetically modified food.
It’s not just about giving
consumers the chance
to know the source of
their food, but to voice
whether they want to
support the sys
“It’s an issue that
90 percent of the American public thinks that we should move
ahead with … but sometimes when I
turn around and say to people, ‘So
what’s the part that worries you most
about it?,’ honestly a lot of people
don’t understand the health risks or
the concerns or what the implications
of it are,” she said.
Pingree and Rep. Peter DeFazio (D-OR) are hoping that more
members of Congress sign on to their
letter to McCarthy and Agriculture
Secretary Tom Vilsack urging them
not to approve Enlist Duo and 2,4-Dresistant crops.

are also concerned

that 2,4-D and
glyphosate have
not been tested for

combined
toxicity.
– Lydia zuraw

Health and Politics at Yale University; Dr. Philip Landrigan, dean for
global health at Mount Sinai School
of Medicine; Dr. Catherine Thomasson, executive director at Physicians
for Social Responsibility, and Gary
Hirshberg, co-founder of Stonyfield
Farm and chairman of Just Label It.
The consumer advocates are
concerned about the serious health
risks associated with 2,4-D exposure,
including non-Hodgkin lymphoma,
suppressed immune function, lower
sperm count, and a greater risk of
Parkinson’s disease. When pregnant
women are exposed to pesticides of
all kinds, their children can sustain
learning disabilities, behavioral problems and possibly chronic diseases.

Lydia Zuraw is a columnist for Food
Safety News.
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WE SPECIALIZE IN:

We can beat any price!


 
 

• CARPET
• LAMINATE
• HARDWOOD
• VINYL
• HARDWOOD REFINISHING AND REPAIR
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GMO s

Social Cost of
GMOs

P aul Craig Roberts

E

cological economists such as
Herman Daly write that the
more full the world becomes,
the higher are the social or
external costs of production.
Social or external costs are
costs of production that are not captured in the price of the products. For
example, dead zones in the Gulf of
Mexico that result from chemicals
used in agriculture are not included
as costs in agricultural
production. The price of
food does not include the
damage to the Gulf. Food
production is a source of
large social costs. Indeed,
it seems that the more food
producers are able to lower
the measured cost of food
production, the higher the
social costs imposed on
society.
Consider the factory farming of animals.
The density of operations
results in a concentration
of germs and in animals
being fed antibiotics. Lowering the cost of food in
this way contributes to the
rise of antibiotic resistant
superbugs that will impose
costs on society that will
more than offset the savings from lower food prices.
Monsanto has reduced the
measured cost of food production by
producing genetically modified seeds
that result in plants that are pest and
herbicide resistant. The result is increased yields and lower measured
costs of production. However, there
is evidence that the social or external
costs of this approach to farming more
than offsets the lower measured cost.
For example, there are toxic effects on
microorganisms in the soil, a decline
in soil fertility and nutritional value of
food, and animal and human infertility.
When Purdue University plant
pathologist and soil microbiologist
Don Huber pointed out these unintended consequences of GMOs, other

scientists were hesitant to support him,
because their careers are dependent
on research grants from agribusiness.
In other words, Monsanto essentially
controls the research on its own products.
In his book, Genetic Roulette,
Jeffrey M. Smith writes: “Genetically
modified (GM) foods are inherently
unsafe, and current safety assessments
are not competent to protect us from or
even identify most dangers.” The evidence is piling up against such foods;
yet the US government is so totally
owned by Monsanto that labeling cannot be required.

forts to further contaminate the food
of people and animals. The profits of
Monsanto, Dow, and Syngenta are
higher, because many of the costs associated with the production and use
of their products are imposed on third
parties and on life itself.
Many countries have put restrictions on GMO foods. Lawmakers in Russia equate genetically engineered foods to terrorist acts and
want to impose criminal penalties. The
French parliament has approved a ban
on GMO cultivation in France. However, Washington lobbies foreign governments on behalf of its agribusiness
and chemical donors. Dick
Cheney used his two terms
as vice president to staff up
the environmental agencies with corporate friendly
executives. Just as the political appointees at the SEC
would not let SEC prosecutors bring cases against the
big banks, environmental
regulators have a difficult
time protecting the environment and food supply from
contamination. The way
Washington works is that the
regulators protect those they
are supposed to regulate in
exchange for big jobs when
they leave government. The
economist, George Stigler,
made this clear several decades ago.
The public favors
labeling of genetically engineered food, but Monsanto and the
Grocery Manufacturers Association
have so far been successful in preventing it. On May 8 the governor of Vermont signed a bill passed by the state
legislature that requires labeling. Monsanto’s response is to sue the state of
Vermont.
The opposition to labeling by
agribusiness is suspicious. It creates
the impression of hiding information
from the public. Normally, this is not
good public relations. Currently, foods
are mislabeled when genetically engineered food is labeled “natural.”
Breakthroughs in science and
technology allow mere humans to play
God with insufficient information. The
downsides of genetic engineering are

The profits of Monsanto,
Dow, and Syngenta are
higher, because many of

the costs associated
with the production and
use of their products are

imposed on third

parties and on life itself.
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– Paul Craig Roberts
Pesticides damage birds and
bees. Some years ago we learned that
ingestion of pesticides by birds was
bringing some species near to extinction. If we lose bees, we lose honey
and the most important pollinating
agent. The rapid decline in bee populations has several causes. Among them
are the pesticides sulfoxaflor and thiamethoxam produced by Dow and Syngenta. Dow is lobbying the Environmental Protection Agency to permit
sulfoxaflor residues on food, and Syngenta wants to be able to spray alfalfa
with many times the currently allowed
amount of thiamethoxam.
As the regulators are more or
less in the industry’s pocket, the companies will likely succeed in their ef-
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GMO s

unknown, and the costs could exceed we become ever more productive
What this means is that in a
%6 What +,11/61,"*60")#02+&.2"&+!&3&!2),14,
the benefits.
economists term and better off and never run out of full world, neoclassical economics be“low cost production”
might turn out anything.
-",-)"/""5
1)61%"0*"
comes less meaningful and is less able
to be very high cost.
Ecological economists see the to contribute to our understanding of
Neoclassical economists do world differently. Nature’s capital, such problems. It cannot even tell us whether
%"+
!&!" ,*&+$0,*",+"")0"90!":+&1&,+,#-"/#" 1
not lose sleep over external costs, be- as mineral resources and fisheries, are GDP is rising or falling as we do not
"there
,*"*,/"&*-,/1+11%+),3&+$6,2/0")#
cause they think that
is always being depleted, and the disposal sinks have a measure of the full cost of proa solution. They think that the way for wastes are filling up, with land, air, duction.
to deal
with pollution
is to price it so and water being polluted.
Every act of
%"/"
4&)))&#"1("6,2&#6,2
+9101/&3"1,"6,2/0")#
that the entity that most needs to pol- production produces useful products Paul Craig Roberts was Assistant Secretary
lute ends up with the right. Somehow and wastes. As external costs and the of the Treasury for Economic Policy under
&0-"/#"
1
this %1
is thought to solve
the problem
depletion of nature’s capital are not Reagan, associate editor of the Wall Street
of pollution. Neoclassical economists measured, we have no way of knowing Journal, and a columnist for Business Week,
think%,
that it is impossible
to run out of whether an increase in output is eco- Scripps Howard News Service, and Cre/"6,202--,0"1,"&#6,2!,+91"3"+(+,46,2/0")#
resources, because they believe man- nomic or uneconomic. All we can tell is ators Syndicate. His latest books are, The
made capital is a substitute for nature’s whether the costs that are measured are Failure of Laissez Faire Capitalism, and
,4
!,6,2$"11%/,2$%1%"!6&#6,2/")4601/6&+$1,
How America Was Lost.
capital.
It is a fantasy
world in which covered by the price of the product.
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An American Kitchen with Greek Soul

EVERY

WEDNESDAY

LAMB
SLOUVLAKI
PLATE

ALL DAY

$10

EVERY TUESDAY
1/2 OFF BOTTLES
OF WINE
562.987.1210

2800 E 4th St

Long Beach, CA

KafeNeoLB.com

BREAKFAST / LUNCH / DINNER / CATERING

